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Bioscience Boom Attracting                                Investors in New Brunswick

What is BioNB?

BioNB is the voice of the 
bioscience sector in New 
Brunswick.  We are a small team 
with backgrounds in business 
and science that support 
researchers and entrepreneurs 
in developing businesses in a 
highly technical sector. We are 
a not-for-profit that advocates 
for the sector and works to raise 
its profile provincially, nationally 
and internationally. BioNB works 
directly with over 40 companies 
and 14 research institutions and 
partners with other players in the 
provincial start-up ecosystem.

What is bioscience?

Bioscience or biotechnology 
involves using living things to 
develop useful products and 
processes.  Entrepreneurs 
in this sector are creating 
opportunities to ensure our food 
security, improve our health and 
create a cleaner environment. 
Pharmaceuticals and medical 
technologies typically come to 

Q

mind, but bioscience is more than 
that. New areas like agricultural 
technology, biofuels, bioproducts 
and biorefining are starting to 
take off globally. Using drones 
to analyze crop yields, turning 
waste wood into green diesel and 
extracting new medicinals from 
fisheries waste are all examples of 
ways to do more value-add with 
our biomass. 

How can bioscience benefit 
New Brunswick?

Our traditional industries of 
fishing, farming and forestry, 
combined with emerging 
technologies in bioscience to 
transform these resources into 
high value products, is what 
sets New Brunswick apart. 
Two-thirds of New Brunswick 
are covered with biomass in 
the form of forest or farmland. 
This biomass, coupled with two 
distinct coastlines offering a large 
range of marine opportunities, 
is creating massive possibilities 
for us to play in the global bio-
economy. When we add in the 
technical knowhow of our 14 
research institutions and our 
growing knowledge sector, we 
have the building blocks required 
to build and attract world-
class businesses here in New 
Brunswick.

What are some successes 
to date?

We work with over 40 companies 
involved in bioscience. In the 
last four years, we have seen the 
number of bioscience start-ups 
double. Resson Aerospace, which 
received $14 million in investment 
from Monsanto, and a U.S. venture 
capital firm this past summer, is 

a great example of a company 
seeing success in the fast growing 
field of agri-tech. Mycodev Group 
is growing and selling medical 
grade chitosan from fermented 
fungus to major biochemical 
companies around the globe. 
LuminUltra Technologies is 
exporting its microbiological 
measurement tools and test kits 
to over 60 countries around 
the world. All of these firms call 
New Brunswick home. 

How can bioscience contribute 
to the economy?

The bioscience community in 
New Brunswick is growing at a 
rapid pace. This is helping to keep 
new graduates in the province 
and illustrates the marriage of 
our traditional industries with the 
technology platforms that are 
helping to transform them. All this 
is helping to generate a renewed 
faith in our traditional industries. 
With some investment exits, we 
will see money funnel back into 
the ecosystem to support more 
research, start new companies, 
create jobs and build wealth in 
the province. 

What role can government play?

The start-up ecosystem we 
have built here is fantastic, but 
there is a gap in funding to 
support the commercialization 
of new technologies. Accelerator 
programs tend to focus on IT 
firms with quick market access, 
which is great, but bioscience 
start-ups require different 
timelines and approaches to help 
them develop. Government can 
make innovation and technology 
adoption in our traditional 
industries a focus, which would 
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allow us to marry the strengths 
of the knowledge sector with our 
existing R&D assets. Supporting 
transformational technologies 
and helping our traditional 
industries act as early adopters 
will also allow the province to 
take advantage of the federal 
government’s Clean Growth 
Economic strategy and increase 
the federal spend and support in 
New Brunswick. 

What opportunities exist 
for investors?

Investors are starting to wake up 
to the opportunities in bioscience. 
In the U.S., investments in life 
science have outperformed those 
in IT by five times over the past 
decade. Silicon Valley firms like 
Kleiner Perkins have woken up 
to the opportunities in bio and 
have been making more and 

more investments in the space. 
Investors want growth industries 
and with IT slowing down, their 
money is moving into bio. There’s 
much talk about the phenomenal 
exits by Radian6 and Q1 Labs, 
however its important to note 
that BioVectra, Ocean Nutrition, 
and Ascenta Health (all Maritime 
grown) also had successful exits. 
We also need to consider the 
opportunity that bio represents 
for investment attraction and 
firms looking to springboard 
into the U.S. market. With our 

significant assets in terms of 
biomass and R&D capacity, 
we have an attractive value 
proposition for European and 
Asian technology firms looking 
to be close to both the biomass 
inputs and the U.S. market.

What does the future look like?

New Brunswick is a hidden 
gem because we have all the 
required assets we need in this 
province. We just haven’t done a 
good job of leveraging them in 
a coordinated fashion until now. 
We also don’t see our traditional 
industries as being able to attract 
our youth. But if we show them 
how technology can transform 
our traditional industries and 
our biomass assets to create 
new opportunities, we can keep 
our youth engaged and building 
wealth here.

New Brunswick is a 
hidden gem because 

we have all the 
required assets we 

need in this province.
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